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SUMMARY
A method for the rapid construction of meshes over intersecting triangulated shapes is described.
The method is based on an algorithm that automatically generates a surface mesh from intersecting triangulated surfaces by means of Boolean intersection/union operations. After the intersection
of individual components is obtained, the exposed surface parts are extracted. The algorithm is intended
for rapid interactive construction of non-trivial surfaces in engineering design, manufacturing, visualization and molecular modelling applications. Techniques to make the method fast and general are described.
The proposed algorithm is demonstrated on a number of examples, including intersections of multiple
spheres, planes and general engineering shapes, as well as generation of surface and volume meshes around
clusters of intersecting components followed by the computation of ﬂow ﬁeld parameters. Copyright ( 1999
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The construction and adaptation of two- and three-dimensional surface and volume meshes has
been widely studied in the engineering community and a number of algorithms have appeared in
recent years to generate unstructured grids around complex geometrical shapes. Among the most
popular algorithms we mention the Advancing Front,1~3 Voronoi/Delaunay algorithms,4,5
ﬁnite/modiﬁed quadtree/octree6 and Paving and Plastering techniques.7
Before domain meshes can be generated, a surface representation for such domains needs to be
constructed. Most grid generators start from analytical functions that describe the surface.
These analytical functions are obtained either by extracting the surface after performing
a Boolean combination of solid primitives (e.g. boxes, spheres, cones, etc.), or they are speciﬁed in
terms of independent surface patches (e.g. Coon’s patches). In order to generate surface grids,
these surface segments need to be mapped to two dimensions, using coordinate transformations.
A considerable amount of shapes encountered in engineering cannot be represented in a
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straightforward way by analytical functions. Examples of this kind are all data sets that originate
from measurements (e.g. geological data, satellite data), from common virtual reality triangulations, large-deformation ﬂuid-structure problems, and when hundreds of complex bodies are
considered for a simulation. In these cases, the shapes can be more suitably viewed on a component-based basis, rather than as a single complete conﬁguration. In order to model geometries
represented by arbitrary overlapping components, a robust algorithm for automatic grid construction over intersecting shapes is mandatory. While considerable eﬀorts have been devoted to
the problem of joining smooth parametric surfaces,8 far less study has been reported on
performing Boolean operations on discretely speciﬁed shapes. Unstructured grid generation over
intersecting geometries was pioneered by Lo.9 An algorithm for Cartesian mesh generation over
component-based geometry was reported recently by Aftosmis et al.10 In the ﬁeld of computer
graphics, the issues of combined surface and volume representation, surface reconstruction from
a set of points, and re-tiling of polygonal surfaces were studied in References 11—14.
In the current work a new general and robust method for mesh generation over intersecting
geometries is described. It is based on the algorithm that constructs surface meshes from given
intersecting triangulated surfaces by identifying intersecting surface parts, re-triangulating them
along the intersection lines, followed by a removal of internal enclosed triangles. As a ﬁnal step,
the surface quality is improved by identifying and removing badly shaped elements. Eﬃcient data
structures eliminate most of the space search overhead, resulting in an algorithm that for most
cases scales as the number of intersecting surface parts, not the whole input mesh size.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the details of the algorithm are described in
Section 2, followed by applications and a discussion of performance in Sections 3 and 4. Some
conclusions are drawn in Section 5, together with an outlook for further research.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
The input to the algorithm consists of two triangulations deﬁned by a set of coordinates and
a connectivity matrix to deﬁne the triangles.
2.1. Intersection algorithm options
Originally, the intersections were computed using the following algorithm (similar to the
method discussed in Reference 9):
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )

Find intersections between input surfaces; this generates intersection points and edges.
Remove the intersecting triangles, identifying the resulting disjoint surface segments.
Select the surface segments that are needed.
Identify the edges of the selected surfaces; this set of edges constitutes the original front.
Remesh gaps/voids with new faces (triangles) using advancing front technique.
Determine and retain internal or external parts of the surface if so required.

These steps may be seen in the examples shown in Figure 4, where the original intersecting
surfaces, generated intersection lines and points, intersecting triangles and the ﬁnal joined
surfaces are illustrated for a plane—sphere intersection. While a number of useful shapes were
generated by the application of this algorithm, robustness problems were encountered for some
complex geometric cases. The generation of the surface mesh directly in 3-D requires a consistent
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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direction, which is contained in the shape of intersecting surfaces. The algorithm worked well to
compute intersections typically used for engineering applications, such as planes, spheres and
cylinders. The algorithm was then applied to generate meshes around large protein molecules (from
the Brookheaven protein data bank).15 The surfaces thus created exhibited kinks and sharp
geometry changes (see Figure 10). In some cases the advancing front was losing a consistent
direction and was unable to ﬁll in the gaps. The direction of the front edges often was pointing
inside or outside the domain, where no points or wrong points can be selected. Abrupt changes of
the front direction, resulting from the intersection of surfaces with sharp topology variations, were
common. In order to maintain the direction consistency, a number of heuristics were introduced.
While it signiﬁcantly improved the method performance, it did not result in a general algorithm.
Therefore, an alternative method was developed. The major steps of the modiﬁed algorithm are:
1. Find intersections between input surfaces;
2. Generate intersection points and lines;
3. Re-triangulate each intersecting triangle with new elements using the advancing front
technique;
4. Identify resulting surface segments and select those that are needed;
5. Improve surface mesh quality.
Note that the advancing front algorithm is applied within each intersecting element, which makes
it much simpler and robust. The algorithm does not delete any elements and therefore is
independent of the surface topology and the granularity of the mesh discretization. The disadvantages of this option relate mainly to additional development eﬀorts. This algorithm requires
special eﬀorts to handle singularities. The iterative application of the algorithm to construct
surfaces from many intersecting objects (see Figure 10) can lead to badly shaped elements,
demanding some kind of mesh improvement eﬀort. However, the advantages of this option far
outweigh its possible disadvantages and this alternative technique is described in detail below.
The steps of the algorithm are demonstrated in Figure 5 for the intersection of a sphere and
a plane, where the original intersecting surfaces, generated intersection lines and points, intersecting triangles and the ﬁnal joined surfaces are illustrated. The intersections of a number of
engineering shapes are illustrated in Figures 6—9. The steps of this algorithm are described
below.
2.2. Surface intersection
The intersection between surfaces is determined by considering each triangular element in turn,
analysing its neighbourhood for triangles from the other surface, and calculating the intersection
points.
2.2.1. Algorithm
(i) Filter out all elements of the surfaces that are too far apart and cannot intersect. This
ﬁltering is done using a Cartesian bounding box technique.
(ii) For the remaining points and triangles: build the data structures required for computational eﬃciency (spatial trees, lookup tables, etc.). Only the points of the second surface are
stored in a tree.
(iii) For every triangular face iface of the ﬁrst surface:
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(a) Find all faces of the second surface close to this face; this is done by ﬁrst ﬁnding all
points close to face iface, and then ﬁnding all faces adjacent to these close points.
(b) For each close face jface found:
Determine whether faces iface, jface intersect; if they do, generate and save the
intersection points and intersection edge. The intersection is determined by testing all
edges of one face against the plane segment enclosed by another face.
2.2.2. Computing intersection edges and intersection points. The intersection is computed by
testing whether an edge of the triangle intersects the plane of the other triangle. In general, in
order for two triangles to intersect, the following conditions must be met:
1. The edge must cross the plane of the triangle.
2. The intersection point must lie within a plane segment enclosed by the triangle.
Originally, the intersection was constructed by computing directly the pierce point of the edge
and triangle. This scheme required special eﬀorts to take care of zeroes in divisions and the
introduction of tolerances to avoid comparing the scalar and vector products with zeroes.9
Although the scheme worked satisfactorily for a number of cases, it was not found suﬃciently
accurate and robust for general intersections. In an alternative method, the test whether edge and
triangle can intersect was implemented using signed volumes of tetrahedra (similar to the
framework reported in Reference 10 by Aftosmis et al.) and the intersection point was generated
by solving the parametric equation of the edge—plane intersection.
The following algorithm was used, given the edge and the face to determine the intersection:
(a) Check for singularity cases and generate intersection point. The intersection points were
generated according to the singularity cases (line touching the plane or line in plane of the
triangle). This condition holds if (see Figure 1)
»

"0 ) 0
$%!"

(1)

where »
is a volume of a tetrahedron formed by base DEA and point B.
$%!"
(b) If the above condition is true, determine whether points are on the opposite side of the face:
»
) » '0 ) 0
!"#$ !"#%

(2)

where »
is a volume of tetrahedron formed by face ABC and point D, and »
is
!"#$
!"#%
a volume of a tetrahedron formed by base ABC and point E,

Figure 1. Generation of intersection points
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(c) If the previous test is passed, determine whether the intersection point is within the
boundaries of the triangle ABC. For this to be true, all three tetrahedra formed by line ED
and edges of the triangle ABC must have the same sign, i.e.
'0 ) 0' » '0 ) 0'» '0 ) 0s» (0 ) 0'» (0 ) 0'» (0 ) 0 (3)
%!"$
%"#$
%#!$
%!"$
%"#$
%#!$
(d) If all above tests are passed, compute the intersection point P (see Figure 1) by solving the
parametric equation for plane—line intersection. In order to avoid computing the same
intersection again for adjacent faces and edges, the generated intersection points are stored
in a hash table.
»

It was found that this way to compute triangle intersections is void of the problems encountered by the direct computing scheme, with no additional computational overhead. The intersection points and edges are illustrated in Figures 5—9 for a variety of intersecting shapes.
2.3. Advancing front mesh generation algorithm
After computing the intersections, relevant line segments are identiﬁed and stored for each
intersected triangle. These segments divide each face into several regions, which are either inside
or outside of the body. In order to produce a consistent mesh, each face needs to be retriangulated. This new triangulation has to be constrained along the intersection segments to
enable removal of those triangles which are inside. A variety of approaches exist for constructing
a triangulation in 2D or 3D. In the current work we selected the advancing front method due to
its generality and universality. A brief description of the advancing front algorithm is provided
below for completeness. For a detailed description of the advancing front technique we refer the
reader to References 1 and 3.
In the advancing front family of algorithms the points and elements are introduced into yet
empty space until the complete computational domain is ﬁlled with elements. The ‘front’ denotes
the boundary between the region of space that has been ﬁlled with elements and that which is
empty. The advancing front algorithm is general for complex geometries, and oﬀers easy
incorporation of grading and stretching. The disadvantages of the advancing front relate mainly
to its eﬃciency. However, considerable gains in performance have been reported by using
hierarchical search, parallelization, vectorization of intersection calculations, as well as other
techniques.1~3 The advancing front algorithm requires an initial front to start the generation of
elements in the domain. It is illustrated for a simple example in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), where the
front, close edges and a new introduced point are displayed.
The following algorithm was applied for each face to re-triangulate the faces. While there are
segments to ﬁll:
1. Identify the next closed loop and construct a front direction for each edge;
2. Select the next available active edge to be deleted from the front;
3. For the edge to be deleted:
(a) Find all points and front-edges close to selected edge;
(b) Select the best point pnew for the introduction of a new element. The point is selected
based on Voronoi criteria;4,5,9
(c) Determine whether the element formed with the selected point pnew crosses any relevant
close faces. If it does, take another point.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. (a) Advancing front on simple example; (b) progressed advancing front

4. Add new element, point, edges to respective lists;
5. Find the generation parameters for a new edge;
6. Delete known edges and inactive points from the front.
In the current work an advancing front algorithm for direct surface triangulation in 3-D was
used. However a 2-D version of the advancing front is suﬃcient to accomplish the task. The initial
advancing front edges identiﬁed after the intersection step are illustrated in Figure 4(e).
2.4. Determination of internal/external surfaces
Several techniques were reported in the literature for the determination of internal and exposed
(external) parts of intersecting components, including ray-casting or painting algorithms.10 In the
current work, the following algorithm was used for inside/outside determination of two intersecting components:
1. Mark all triangles as untouched, build lookup tables of points surrounding points and faces
surrounding faces;
2. Compute the min/max of all surfaces and initialize the selection list; the ﬁrst triangle which
contains min/max dimensions is selected;
3. While there are triangles in the selection list:
(a) Obtain the next untouched triangle iface from the selection list and mark it as touched;
(b) For each side of the triangle iface:
(i) If there exists a side-adjacent neighbor jface that is not marked yet: append it to the
selection list;
(ii) If there exist several neighbors on this side:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Select the triangle jface visible from iface
Append it to the selection list if it is not marked before;
Mark the selected triangle jface;
If no triangles are left in the selection list: break from the loop.

The selection of a visible neighbour is demonstrated in Figure 3.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Automatic removal of occluded triangles

2.5. Surface improvement
The surface generated by the intersection algorithm was used to construct volume meshes using
a general purpose 3D grid generator.3 It was found that the repetitive application of the
intersection algorithm (e.g. for many-body problems) leads to the appearance of highly distorted
elements. Some of the aspect ratios encountered exceeded 1 : 100 000. Apart from a decrease in
computational eﬃciency, the appearance of highly distorted elements introduces signiﬁcant
diﬃculties in the subsequent volume mesh generation process. This makes a surface improvement
a mandatory step after the intersection computation. The surface improvement is performed in
several passes after the intersection stage, using the following algorithm:
1. Mark all highly distorted faces;
2. For all faces marked:
(a) Select the smallest side of the face;
(b) See if collapsing this side leads to a reversal of normals of any of the neighboring faces; if
it does, skip this face and continue to the next face;
(c) See if collapsing this side leads to quality improvement in the neighboring faces; if there
is no improvement, continue to the next face;
(d) Collapse this face and update surface topology.
2.6. Data structures for efficiency
There are a number of operations in the algorithms above that potentially lead to O (N2) or
O (N1>5) complexity. Among those operations are:1,16
(a) Finding the element close to a given element to compute intersection;
(b) Finding whether the intersection point has been already computed (to avoid duplication of
eﬀorts);
(c) Finding the next best edge to be taken from the front;
(d) Finding the closest given points to a new point;
(e) Finding the faces adjacent to a given point;
The data structures used to minimize search overhead include:
1. Bounding boxes to ﬁlter elements too far oﬀ;
2. Spatial trees to store points of the surfaces;
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Lookup tables of elements surrounding each point and element surrounding each element;
Priority queues for advancing front;
Sorting routines to ﬁnd the best point from the list of close points;
Hash tables to avoid re-computing the same intersection points for neighbouring triangles.

Generic libraries were used for most data structures mentioned. Spatial trees were implemented as
N-ry17 trees operating on octant class, which contains min/max of the space region assigned to it
and the list of points. The spatial encoding of the surface information is paramount for algorithm
robustness and eﬃciency. Both adaptive binary trees and octrees were tried in the current work
with a varying number of points stored per octant. While octrees in most cases lead to a better
performance, an adaptive binary tree was found more accurate for complex geometric shapes.
However, an optimal selection is application speciﬁc. The application of spatial trees drastically
reduced the computational time required. However, for some cases (compact geometries with
uniform ﬁne grid) eﬃciency was observed to decrease. The data structures mentioned reduce
algorithm complexity to O (N log N)16 and allowed to use the method at interactive rates for large
cases on a single processor SGI Indigo workstation (see Section 4 for performance results).

3. APPLICATIONS
The described algorithm was used for a number of problems. Due to lack of space, only a small
sampling of these is included here.
3.1. Intersection of a sphere and a plane
The method is demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5 for the repeated intersection of planes and
spheres, where input surfaces, computed intersection, marked intersecting elements, resulting
internal/external surface segments and ﬁnal joined surfaces are shown for both intersection
algorithm alternatives discussed above.
3.2. Engineering shapes
The intersection of two cylinders are shown in Figure 6. Each input mesh consists of 8200
triangles and the resulting joined mesh has '14 000 elements. The input meshes are shown in
Figure 6(a), the computed intersection line is shown in Figure 6(b) and (c), identiﬁed external/internal surface segments are displayed in Figure 6(d). The ﬁnal joined surface is illustrated
in Figures 5(e) and (f ). The intersection of the caudal ﬁn and the tail of robotuna is shown in
Figure 7. The intersection of two planes and three spheres is demonstrated in Figure 8(a)—(c). The
intersection of a channel and a sphere is displayed in Figure 9. The code is now being routinely
used by engineers for complex cases to compute the intersection line for subsequent surface
deﬁnition in general purpose CAD modules.
3.3. Molecules
Current interest in predicting accurately physical phenomena at the scale of individual
molecules has prompted to use molecular clusters from Brookheaven Protein Data Bank as
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Intersection example. Global advancing front: (a) surface to intersect; (b) computed intersection line; (c)
intersecting elements marked; (d) surface resulted from intersection; (e) selected surfaces to join; (f ) joined surfaces

samples of overlapping components. The models of 3-D molecular surface are useful for computing the electrostatic ﬁeld around the molecules in a solvent,18~21 visualization, calculation of the
accessible area and excluded volume of polymers, drug design, study of protein—substrate
docking, protein-folding phenomena, polymer design and molecular dynamics simulations. There
are several deﬁnitions of molecular surfaces. For detailed information on the subject, the reader is
advised to consult the appropriate References 19—27. The generated molecular surface around
a molecular cluster (2000 molecules: 100 854 elements and 50 410 points) from the Human
Hemoglobin protein is shown in Figure 10.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Intersection example. Local advancing front: (a) surfaces to intersect; (b) computed intersection line; (c)
intersecting elements marked; (d) surfaces resulted from the intersection; (e) internal/external identiﬁed; (f ) ﬁnal joined
surfaces

3.4. Flow computations past intersecting components
The surface mesh generated around intersecting components was used to construct the volume
mesh and to compute external ﬂow ﬁeld parameters. This application is demonstrated in the
example of 20 intersecting spheres representing molecular cluster in Figures 11—13. The generation of the volume mesh and ﬂow ﬁeld computation was done using the general-purpose code.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Intersection of two cylinders: (a) input surfaces for intersection; (b) computed intersection line; (c) intersection
line; (d) external/internal identiﬁed; (e) ﬁnal surface; (f ) ﬁnal surface, enlarged view

Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Intersection of the caudal ﬁn and the tail of robotuna

The volume mesh consists of 236 427 elements and 46 918 points. Figures 11 and 12 show the
outside view of the volume mesh and cut through the volume mesh. Figure 13 demonstrates the
results for steady ﬂow at Re"1)0, based on the average diameter of each sphere.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Intersection of spheres and planes: (a) surfaces to intersect; (b) computed intersection line; (c) marked
intersecting elements; (d) surfaces resulted from the intersection; (e) selected surfaces to retain; (f ) ﬁnal surface
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Figure 9. Intersection of the channel and sphere: (a) surfaces to intersect; (b) computed intersection line; (c) intersecting
elements; (d) surfaces resulted after intersection; (e) external/internal identiﬁed; (f ) ﬁnal joined surfaces

4. PERFORMANCE
The algorithm was implemented in C/C## programming language using SGI C## compiler
and benchmarked on a Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation with MIPS R8000 175 MHz IP26
processor. The results from several applications are summarized in Table I.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 10. Automatic component-based grid generation, 2000 intersecting spheres (clusters from human hemoglobin)

Figure 11. Volume mesh around molecular cluster, outside view
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 12. Cut through the volume mesh around molecular cluster

Typically, 80—90 per cent of time is spent computing the intersection and the remaining time is
spent on re-triangulation. The expense for identifying external/internal parts and for the surface
improvement is negligible. The results show that the algorithm is fast and computing time
depends mostly on the size and shape of the intersection patterns, and is not very sensitive to
the cumulative input surfaces size. The eﬀective spatial enumeration and search techniques are
essential to the algorithm performance. The performance ﬁgures are the prime focus at the present
time and likely to change in the nearest future. We believe that signiﬁcant improvements in speed
can still be realized.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A method for the generation of unstructured grids over component-based geometries has been
described. The method is fast, simple to use and is based on an algorithm that automatically
generates surface meshes from given intersecting triangulated surfaces by using Boolean intersection/union operations. A variety of complex shapes can be built by computing the intersection of
predeﬁned surfaces. The algorithm is intended for rapid, interactive construction of non-trivial
surfaces for engineering design, manufacturing, visualization and molecular modelling applications. Techniques to make the method fast and general are described. The algorithm is demonstrated on a number of engineering examples including generation of surface and volume meshes
around clusters of intersecting components followed by the computation of ﬂow ﬁeld parameters.
The developed algorithm is currently being used by engineers and has proven to be a very useful
complement to existing CAD and ﬁnite element mesh generation modules. The technique
described in the current work is based on triangular elements, but can be extended to general
elements by splitting them into triangles before application of the method. Future work will focus
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 13. Uniform ﬂow around molecular cluster, velocity contours, 3-D view 236 427 elements, 46 918 points, 13 834
boundary points

Table I. Performance statistics
Number of
triangles in
ﬁrst surface

Number of
polygons in
second surface

Intersection
time (s)

Total
time (s)

100 854

2536

28)93

41)2

100 854

336

2)98

7)1

80 000

3034

8)37

10)2

3034
6270
8200

3200
3500
8200

0)4
4)5
31)2

0)7
6)0
34)00

Comments
Clusters from human
hemoglobin
Clusters from human
hemoglobin
Plane and sphere
intersection
Planes and spheres
Planes and spheres
Two cylinders

on extending the present capabilities and improving the eﬃciency of the intersecting mesh
generation module. A multithreaded version of the algorithm is currently being developed to take
advantage of multiprocessing architectures. Extension of the current work will include computation of ﬂow ﬁelds in and around porous media.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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